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A bound is obtained for the coefficients of the chromatic polynomial of a 
graph and some relations are obtained connecting these coefficients with the 
number of circuits of minimal length. 
THEOREM 1. Zf a graph G has n vertices, k edges and if the coejicient 
of AT in MG(A), the chromatic polynomial of G, is 01,. , then 
I % I G (, k r). 
Proof. By induction on n and k. If k = 0, M,(h) = A” and the theorem 
holds since 
0 
( I= n-r 
6, T * . 
Thus the theorem is true for n = 1. Now assume that it is true for all 
graphs with n < q, vertices and for graphs with n = n, + 1 vertices and 
k < k,, edges. 
Let G’ be any graph with ItO + 1 vertices and k, + 1 edges. G’ has at 
least one edge, so suppose that vertices i, j of G’ are joined by an edge. 
From [l, Theorem 11: if G is the subgraph of G’ obtained by omitting 
edge (i,j), and G” the graph obtained from G by identifying vertices i and 
j, and replacing any double edges which result by single edges, then 
Hence (Y,.’ = c+ - CX~, where 01,) +‘, C$ are the coefficients of A’ in 
M,(A), M,(h), and M&A), respectively. By hypothesis 
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and since in obtaining G” from G the reduction in the number of edges is 
atmostn,- 1, 
Hence 
THEOREM 2. Zf G has no circuits of length < n - s, but p of length 
n--s+ l,then 
for r > s I 01, I = (, k ,) - p. 
Proof. By [l, Theorem 161: c+ = &, (- l)t N(r, t), where N(r, t) is 
the number of spanning subgraphs of G with r components and t edges. 
For the case r > s, let H be any subgraph of G with r components and 
t edges. If H contains a circuit, then r <It + 1 -(n-s + 1) = s, 
which is a contradiction. Thus H has no circuit, and so t = n - r. Hence 
N(r, t) = 0 unless t = n - r, and clearly N(r, n - r) = (,“,.). Hence 
I a7 I = 1 i (--lY W, tj = I Nr, n - r>l = (, 1 r). 
t=o 
For the case r = s, if H is any subgraph of G with t edges and s com- 
ponents, then if H has a circuit with m edges 
s<n+l-m<n+l-(n-s+l)=s. 
Thus m = II - s + 1, and so H consists of a circuit of length n - s + 1 
and the remaining s - 1 isolated vertices; clearly N(s, n - s + 1) = p. 
If H is circuitless then t = n - s, and as iV(s, n - s) = (,!,) we have 
olg = (--1)“~” (n 1.) + (-l)n--s+lP 
= (-1)“~” l(n k ,) -Pi. 
The terms in M,(h) alternate in sign [l, Theorem lo] and the sign of 
a$+1 is (-l)n--cl-l, so 1 01~1 = (,!J - p. 
&b/q/r-z 
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COROLLARY. The converse of Theorem 2 is true: Let M,(A) = CzzO ol,X’ 
be the chromatic polynomial of a graph C. Set k = - 01,-~ , and let s be the 
largest integer such that I 01, I # (,!,J. Then G has no circuits of length 
< n - s, but (,!,) - 1 01, / of length n - s + 1. 
THEOREM 3. If G has just one circuit, of length n - s + 1, then 
(a) I aT I = L5J9 if r > s, 
(b) I 01, I = L”,) - C-3, if rbs. 
Proof (a) follows from Theorem 2. 
(b) Let r = s - m, m 2 0. If a subgraph with t edges and r components 
has no circuit, then t = n - r = n - s + m. The number of ways of 
choosing n - s + m edges without choosing all the edges in a circuit is 
i 
k 
n-sfm - ) i 
k-(n--+1) 
(n - s + m) - (n - s + 1) ) ’ 
i.e., the term in &, (-l)t N(r, t) due to subgraphs without the circuit is 
(--lY-’ /in _ s”+ ,)- (” -; +_ ;- ‘)I. 
If a subgraph contains the circuit, t = n - r + 1 = n - s + m + 1. 
The number of such subgraphs is the number of ways of selecting m edges 
from those not on the circuit, i.e., 
i 
k-(n--+1) 
m 1 
Thus the term in the sum due to these subgraphs is 
(q-r+1 (k - ",+ s - 1). 
Hence 
I % I = I(, _ s”+ ,) - (” -2 +_ ;- ‘) - (” 
Ii 
k 
1 i 
k-n+s = 
n-s-j-m - m )I 
- n+s 
m 
- 1 
)I 
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